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« Pastor drives daughter to work at Planned Parenthood then Pro-life Man
Rebukes Him

Planned Parenthood: Abortion pills and cold pills no difference – huh? »
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Did organ harvesting thwart justice in abortion
patient death case ?
Below is a portion of an updated report on the abortion related death of
Lakisha Wilson, from Cheryl Sullenger published at Operation Rescue:

When Lakisha Wilson renewed her driver’s license on May 25, 2012, she
checked the permission box to become an organ donor. She had no idea
that she would be dead less than two years later, or that a simple flick of
the pen at the Bureau of Motor Vehicles would become a roadblock to
preventing those responsible for her death from being held accountable.

Lakisha Wilson was a 22-year old African-American woman who died in
March 2014, as the result of second trimester abortion complications at
Preterm, an abortion facility located in Cleveland, Ohio.

Her death not only raised questions about patient safety at the high-
volume abortion business, but also brought to light another extremely
sensitive issue that has rarely been discussed — until now. That issue
concerns the high-pressure tactics of organ procurement organizations to
secure organ donation consent from families of women like Wilson, who
die from abortion complications and other surgeries.
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The news has been full of reports
in recent months about organ
procurement companies
contracting with Planned
Parenthood and other abortion
businesses to obtain aborted baby
remains for “donation,” often to
the financial benefit of both the
abortion provider and the organ
procurement organization.
However, there is another aspect
to the issue of organ procurement
involving dead abortion patients,
which also deserves public
discussion.

Certainly, organ donation to those
in need of transplants is a noble and life-saving decision under most
circumstances. At any given time, there are over 121,000 people awaiting
organ transplants in the U.S. It is true that some tragically die before a
suitable donor can be found.

“We support those who wish to willingly become organ donors. In most
cases, it saves lives and gives the families of donors comfort knowing that
the death of their loved one will enable others to live,” said Operation
Rescue President Troy Newman. “However, in Lakisha Wilson’s case, we
have serious concerns about how the donation process was handled, and
how it may have actually protected those responsible for her death.”

Second-Trimester Abortion Gone Bad

Wilson’s nightmare began on March 21, 2014, when she reported to the
Preterm abortion clinic on Shaker Boulevard in Cleveland, Ohio, for an
abortion at 19 weeks, 4 days, according to a Preterm ultrasound report
that was done about two weeks earlier. (Ultrasound results from a
different facility placed her closer to 23 weeks at the time of her
abortion.)

Wilson suffered almost immediate complications during her second
trimester abortion, which was conducted by Preterm abortionist Lisa
Perriera. Even though Wilson’s blood pressure was dropping fast, Perriera
finished the abortion before tending to Wilson’s dangerously escalating
medical emergency. By then, Wilson had stopped breathing and suffered
cardiac arrest.

Read the rest of Sullenger’s eye-opening report here.
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This entry was posted on April 13, 2016 at 2:30 pm and is filed under
Abortion death, Abortion Death Black Women with tags Abortion, Abortion
death, Black Woman, BlackLivesMatter, Cheryl Sullenger, Lakish Wilson,
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responses to this entry through the RSS 2.0 feed. You can leave a response,
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deaconmike51907 Says: 
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Reblogged this on News With a Catholic View.
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